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CLASS DESCRIPTION: Whether you are a pantser or a plotter, every story needs to follow a basic outline 

of rising tension to a satisfactory climax. The 5-Point Plot Structure is one of the most basic frameworks 

to guide your story. But while it is easy to list a five-point structure's outline, it is often difficult to 

understand how to implement that in practice. Talena Winters analyzes bestselling stories in three 

different genres to show how even very different stories all use the same basic structure that works, 

time after time after time. 

Class notes & worksheet downloads @ www.talenawinters.com/5pointplot. Password: wwc 

 

Are you a pantser or a plotter? 

No matter where you fall on the plotting spectrum, you can use this framework to plan your story. 

Why I’m Teaching This: 

 I’m the author of four published books in multiple genres, an award-winning songwriter and 

composer, journalist, blogger, and fiction editor 

 I’ve been studying storytelling for over twenty years 

 Breaking stories is my superpower. 

 Just kidding. Understanding how stuff works is my superpower. Like Sylar from Heroes, without 

cutting people’s brains out to do it. 

I LEARNED HOW TO FIX BROKEN STORIES, AND SO CAN YOU! 

 The secret is understanding how story structure works. 

 The 5-Point Plot Structure is one of the easiest frameworks to use. You can use it to plot in 

minute detail or simply refer to it to get back on track when you’re stuck. 

 (Guess what? I hardly ever break my stories anymore. When I do, it doesn’t last long. You can do 

this too.) 

What is 5-point plot structure? 

 A symmetrical, loose framework to think of a plot in terms of 5 turning points. 

 Divide your story into five equal-ish parts, each of which begins and ends with a turning 

point. Start at “0” with the Normal World of your characters, end with the Resolution. 
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How 5-point structure relates to 3-Act Structure: 

 

 

 

This same structure is contracted or expanded to create well-crafted scenes, chapters, sections, 

books/stories, or series. Pay attention to your favourite Netflix show’s 

overarching structure for one season, and you will see it do this. 

So simple, a child can understand it! 

(Right: How I helped my kid feel less anxious about escalating tension in shows 

by explaining structure to him.) 

  



BEFORE YOU BEGIN: 

Before you begin, you need to work out: 

 What your protagonist wants 

 What your antagonist wants 

 The lie your protagonist believes that will prevent them from reaching their goal unless they 

change (Inner Conflict) 

 What is at stake if they don’t change (Outer Conflict/Stakes) 

 

These are the elements that go into a Log Line. 

Start with a log line:  

Protagonist with a need PLUS antagonist with a need PLUS stakes PLUS an ironic/intriguing twist PLUS a 

ticking clock (optional). 

You should be able to fit all this into approximately 30 words or less. 

If you can't do this, you don't know what your story is about yet. 

 This is what you need before you start writing, at bare minimum, no matter how pantsy a 

pantser you are. 

 Build this first, then refer to it every time you are not sure what to do next. 

 For the pantsers: It can also be tweaked as your story develops and you learn better what it is 

about. 

Note: There is a subtle difference between a log line and an elevator pitch: 

 The log line is for you. It clearly delineates all the main elements of the story that you need to 

focus on as you write. 

 The elevator pitch is for other people. It takes the same elements from the log line and 

reorganizes them in a format that's simpler and easier to say, and may even leave out one of the 

elements, such as the antagonist's need. 

o This is usually what you see on an IMDB line, Netflix short description, or how you grab 

someone's attention at a book signing in the five seconds before they walk by your 

table. 

o An elevator pitch for an agent or editor would usually include comparisons to other 

stories, called "comps," such as "Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets Bridget Jones." but 

that's beyond the scope of this class. 

Turning Points and Character Conflicts 

 At every turning point, your protagonist needs to have an encounter with both their inner and 

outer conflict. 

 If the primary outer conflict is not a person, it needs to be represented by a character stand-in. 

 Let’s call this person the BIG BOSS TROUBLEMAKER (BBT).* This is the biggest challenge or 

obstacle your protagonist must overcome. 



*Terminology borrowed from author Kristen Lamb. 

 

BREAKING DOWN THE 5-POINT OUTLINE: 

 

The first point is the "starting point" , or "0", on the graph. 

1: Challenge Presented (& Ignored) 

First 10%-25% of the story. 

 NORMAL WORLD: Reveal the character’s “normal world” and the Lie the character believes 

(inner conflict)  

o Family, relationships, problems, beliefs, etc. 

 INCITING INCIDENT: Present an invitation to change/major problem to be solved that conflicts 

with the Lie (outer conflict) 

o Should happen as early as possible, but no more than 10% of the way through the story. 

 (OPT.) CHALLENGE IGNORED: Most of the time, the challenge is not immediately accepted 

because of the Lie (inner conflict) 

Something happens right away that invites the character to make a change. Character often does not 

accept immediately. Inciting incident requires character to consider taking up the challenge or engaging 

the problem. THEY COULD STILL SAY NO—but then you'd have no story. :-D (Romance: Meeting, 

attraction, but obstacles presented.) 

Questions to ask here: 

 What has my character’s life been like until now, and why is that a problem? (Find the Lie or 

Inner Conflict) 

 What happened to make the character's life different? 

 What is the external problem that must be overcome? (OUTER CONFLICT) 



 What deeply-held core belief does the character have that is holding them back from doing 

this? (INNER CONFLICT) 

 What will happen if the character refuses to engage the problem? (STAKES) 

2: Challenge Accepted/Rising Tension –  

Begins no more than 25% through. 

Followed by RISING ACTION/PROTAGONISTS IN CONFLICT 

 CHALLENGE ACCEPTED: 

o Character embarks on quest or engages problem. (Outer conflict) 

 ROSE-TINTED PROBLEM: 

o The character tries to change, but is unaware of all that is at stake or how difficult it will 

be. (Inner conflict) 

 CONFRONTATIONS: 

o First real confrontation with BBT (or stand-in). This changes the character's course or 

reveals new information that finally helps the character see how big the problem is. 

(Outer & Inner conflict) 

 UNEASY ALLIANCES: 

o Characters that have allied because they’re working towards a common goal are in 

frequent conflict because of their different views. The Lie is an issue. (Inner conflict) 

(Romance: getting to know each other, like each other but are uncertain.) 

Questions to ask here: 

 When did the character decide to accept the challenge in #1? 

 What ways does the character move closer to solving the external and internal problems? 

 Who or what is standing in the way? 

 After encountering the external problem, how does the character’s thought process change? 

 What allies have come alongside the character, and how do their goals or perspectives conflict? 

 Does the character come any closer to overcoming their internal conflict? If so, it should not be 

by much. Most of the conflict at this point will be external. 

3: Midpoint Climax/Learning & Bonding –  

Begins at approximately 50% through. 

SMALL VICTORY/NEW INFORMATION REVEALED: 

The character has a small victory against the BBT or new information is revealed. Usually followed by the 

character making an important decision. The outcome is that progress is made. This is a “feel-good 

moment.” (Inner & Outer conflict) 

LEARNING, TRAINING, & BONDING:  

The character acquires new skills they will need to complete their goal. Characters that were previously 

at odds connect on a deeper level and begin to work together. Good moment to reveal backstory and 

motivating factors. (Inner conflict) 



Question to ask here: 

 What small victory did the character have or what new information is revealed that helps the 

character or moves them closer to their goal? This must be related to the challenge and both 

external and internal conflicts. 

 What happened that allowed the characters to begin working together towards the goal? This 

usually also addresses the MC's inner conflict and moves that forward in some way. 

 What new skills or knowledge does the character need to acquire to overcome the BBT? 

(Romance: "honeymoon" period, bonding, helping each other.) 

4: False Final Battle 

Ends at approximately 75%-90% through. 

 FALSE FINAL BATTLE: 

o The character usually feels strong and ready and has a plan, but they have not yet 

overcome their Lie. They confront the BBT (no more stand-ins). This can end in defeat or 

an apparent victory, but since the Lie still stands and the BBT is not completely 

overcome, it is not a true victory. (Outer conflict) 

 BLACK MOMENT: 

o The character has to confront their Lie because of the outcome of the False Final Battle. 

Their original perspective (the Lie they believe) seems correct, and it doesn’t look like 

they will change. All seems lost. (Inner conflict) 

 SPIRITUAL MOMENT: 

o The character recognizes the Lie for what it is. This is usually facilitated by a mentor or 

spiritual guide. (Inner conflict) 

(In a romance, character usually realizes depth of love at this point, but something happens that seems 

it will prevent them ever being together. They question future of relationship and figure out that they 

truly love that person and what it was inside them that was keeping them apart emotionally. 

Questions to ask here: 

 What is the Lie that is holding the character back, or what do they need to learn to go forward 

from here? 

o I know we already asked this, but I often start here when plotting. If you don’t know 

this, you don’t know what your primary inner conflict is. 

 How does the Lie prevent the character from overcoming the BBT? 

 How does the character learn to recognize the Lie for what it is? Does someone help them 

through this, and if so, who? 

5: Final Battle/Falling Action 

Last 10%-25% 

 REALLY READY: 

o The character finally knows what they must do to overcome the BBT. They go to 

confront the BBT again. (Outer conflict) 

 FINAL BATTLE & BBT TWIST: 



o The BBT reveals their final card and makes the character confront their Lie again, but 

this time, the character sees the Lie and turns away from it. They internalize the Truth 

they need to overcome the BBT. OR NOT. The character may still embrace the Lie and be 

defeated by the BBT. This is what makes a Tragic ending. (Inner and Outer conflict) 

 FALLING ACTION: 

o Once the primary challenge is overcome, smaller conflicts are resolved for an 

emotionally satisfying (or not!) ending. (For scene and chapter ends, this needs to be 

followed by the opposite: a hook to keep us reading.) 

Questions to ask here: 

 What is the one thing that the BBT has not yet revealed to the character that makes the BBT 

seem likely to win? 

 How does this make the character confront their Lie once more? 

 Does the character internalize the Truth they must learn and defeat the BBT, or do they 

embrace the Lie and are defeated? 

 What other conflicts need to be resolved besides the primary conflicts? 

 

  



Case Study: MOANA 

a. Good balance between inner and outer conflict in each scene. Has a female and male 

protagonist without a romantic element. 

b. There is a SONG roughly at each division of the plot structure! (Makes it super easy to see and 

remember.) In fact, when I'm having trouble with my plot and feel a little lost, I think about this 

movie and what happens when. It helps a lot. (It's especially helpful for "hero's journey" stories, 

but really, all plots are a hero's journey in some way. I used this movie's plot structure to guide 

me while I wrote my romantic women's fiction, Finding Heaven.) 

Log Line: 

A Polynesian princess struggling with her calling must convince an imprisoned demigod trying to reclaim 

his former glory to help her save her people from starvation by restoring the heart of a goddess--which 

he stole in the first place. 

According to IMDB: 

In Ancient Polynesia, when a terrible curse incurred by the Demigod Maui reaches Moana's island, she 

answers the Ocean's call to seek out the Demigod to set things right. 

Breaking down Moana: 

NORMAL WORLD:  

a. lives on an island with her people, destined to become its chief, but feels drawn to the sea 

(against her father's wishes) and doesn't know it's because the Ocean chose her to restore 

the heart of the goddess Te Fiti (which had been stolen by the demigod Maui) when she was 

a baby. 

i. SONG: Where You Are 

1. INCITING INCIDENT/CHALLENGE PRESENTED: 

 . A sickness reaches the island and they start running out of food. Moana thinks that they 

should look beyond the reef, but her father refuses to let her go. She tries to answer the call 

of the Ocean and fails because she has the wrong type of boat. Defeated, she thinks she 

should just accept her place on the island. Then her Grandmother shows her the cave of 

boats and she realizes that her people were once voyagers. 

i. OUTER CONFLICT: If something isn’t done and the heart of Te Fiti isn’t restored, 

Moana’s people will starve, but none of her people have left the island for so many 

generations that no one knows how to sail an ocean vessel anymore, especially not 

Moana. 

ii. INNER CONFLICT: Moana’s father doesn't want her anywhere near the ocean 

because of fear implanted by his own past. She wants to be an obedient daughter 

and a good chief, but also wants to explore beyond the sea. Is torn about which 

would be the best solution for saving her people: her father's way/tradition or trying 

something new and addressing Maui's evil. 



iii. STAKES: The island is running out of food and Moana wants to look beyond the reef. 

If she doesn't find a solution, they could all starve. Their mythology says that the 

demi-god Maui stole the Heart of Te Fiti, the goddess of provision, and that is why 

the island is dying. 

iv. SONG: How Far I'll Go 

2. 1st TURNING POINT (CHALLENGE ACCEPTED/ESCALATING CONFLICT):  

a. CHALLENGE ACCEPTED: 

 . Dying Grandmother gives Moana the heart of Te Fiti and tells Moana to go, find 

Maui and restore the heart to save their people. Moana takes an ocean boat to find 

the god Maui to undo the damage that is killing the island. 

b. ESCALATING CONFLICT: 

i. Moana finds out that sailing is difficult, and Maui is selfish and self-centred. He 

doesn't want to help her, he only wants applause for his past deeds and to get off 

his island prison. He is afraid of the Heart. A battle with the Kokomurras, who have 

come for the heart (in which Maui basically does nothing to save the heart, it is all 

her) helps Moana see that returning the heart may not be a simple task unless she 

helps Maui get his hook.  

ii. Maui finds out that people no longer love him for making the world and all his 

glorious deeds, they hate him for stealing the heart of Te Fiti and bringing a curse on 

the world—which he had thought had been doing a good thing, because he had 

been trying to give humans the power of creation. He doesn’t want to confront his 

past mistakes and just wants his hook back so he can go back to being super-

powerful and respected, the way he used to be. Without his hook, which allows him 

to shape-shift and gives him other abilities, he sees himself as worthless and unable 

to contribute anything. He sees Moana as completely out of her depth and unsuited 

for her mission and doesn’t want to help her, but respects her a tiny bit after she 

proves her ingenuity and bravery in fighting the Kokomurra, so agrees to help her 

return the heart if she helps him get his hook. Then he tricks her by sailing to the 

Realm of Monsters while she is asleep. (Maui is a very good sailor.) 

iii. SONGS: How Far I'll Go (Reprise), You're Welcome 

3. MIDPOINT/SMALL VICTORIES/LEARNING/TRAINING/BONDING: 

a. In the Realm of Monsters, they encounter Tamatoa, a giant crab who has the hook in his 

stash—which he keeps on his shell as a glittery outer crust. He is all about appearances, and 

sees Maui as being exactly the same as him.  

 . Moana shows her bravery and ingenuity and helps Maui, and also finds out that 

Maui was abandoned as a human baby, then taken in and given his hook by the 

gods. She helps Maui realize he's nobody's hero, but he wants very badly to be one. 



He agrees to restore the heart, and also teaches her to sail. Also helps her see that 

the Ocean chose her because it wants her people to voyage again. 

i. SMALL VICTORIES: Getting Maui's hook from Tamatoa, getting Maui to agree to help 

Moana restore the Heart 

ii. INNER CONFLICT MOVING FORWARD: Maui has revealed that Moana's people were 

once voyagers, and that he thinks the Ocean chose her (the least likely candidate) 

because it wanted someone who would lead them to voyage again. 

iii. LEARNING/TRAINING/BONDING: Maui agrees to teach Moana to sail. She helps him 

regain the confidence he needs to use his magical hook. 

iv. SONG: Shiny 

4. 2nd TURNING POING (BLACK MOMENT/SPIRITUAL LESSON INTERNALIZED): 

 . BLACK MOMENT: 

 . Maui and Moana face Te Ka, the lava monster guarding the island of Te Fiti, and she 

defeats them because they are not working well together.  

i. Maui's hook is damaged and he thinks he is worthless without it, so he abandons 

Moana and the quest because he fears losing his powers completely.  

ii. Moana also loses faith because of the loss, thinking she is not strong enough to 

complete the task on her own, and demands that the Ocean choose someone else. 

a. MOANA’S SPIRITUAL LESSON INTERNALIZED: 

 . A visit from Moana’s grandmother's spirit helps her to realize that the many parts of 

her are all what make her who she is, that she is the perfect person to complete this 

quest. She retrieves the heart from the bottom of the ocean, repairs her boat and 

heads back to take on Te Ka by herself. 

i. VICTORY OVER INTERNAL STRUGGLE: Moana accepts who she is, the way she is. She 

is at peace with herself and her purpose, and no longer questions her ability to 

complete her quest. 

ii. SONG: I Am Moana (Song of the Ancestors) 

5. FINAL BATTLE: 

a.  Moana battles Te Ka again, and Maui comes back, deciding to bear the responsibility for his 

mistake even if it means giving up his powers. (MAUI'S VICTORY OVER INTERNAL 

STRUGGLE.) 

b. They seem to be defeating Te Ka, and Moana gets to the island to restore the heart--and 

discovers that it is a caldera. Te Fiti is gone.  

c. Just as Te Ka destroys Maui's hook and seems about to kill him, Moana realizes that Te Ka 

and Te Fiti are one and the same--just like her, they are two parts of the same person, one 



of which is what she would look like if she had lost her heart/purpose—a hollowed-out, 

angry monster. She restores the heart, Te Fiti is restored to her previous wholeness and 

verdency, and the land sickness is gone. Te Fiti also restores Maui's hook. 

i. SONG: Know Who You Are 

d. Moana returns to her people a hero and they begin a new era of voyaging together. Maui is 

once again loved and respected, and now has the friendship of the chief of the Motonui. 

i.  SONG: We Know the Way (Finale) 

 


